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Ozawa [1] has derived a perfect
criterion in terms of local coef-
ficients in order that a single-valued
regular function has an image domain
whose area does not exceed 70 • In the
present paper we shall notice that the
criterion may be obtained as a par-
ticular case of a topological theorem
due to Helly [2]« We shall further
show that from this point of view it
can be extended functions defined on
a Riemann surface*

1* Basic notationso Let B be a
planar n-ply connected schlicht domain
with a boundary p consisting of ana-
lytic curves Γ

v
 ( v = l,. , n ) For

the sake of simplicity, suppose that
B contains the origin*

Let z
0
 be any assigned point in B

and POvZo) be a polynomial with re-
spect to t s l/(z - z

o
;:

Let further oί be a real parameter and
f

P
 (z,z

β
 o() be a single-valued meromor-

phic function characterized by the
following conditions:

i, fp(z, *
β
,σc) ~ Pu,z.) is regular

in B and vanishes at z
o
;

ii, all the images of C ( v = l ,
n) by f p (z, z

o
, « ) are segments

ti t
p

with inclination to the real axis*

Existence of f
F
(2,z.,e0 for any

given P and <x , together with its
uniqueness, is well-known; cf, Grunsky
C3J

Put further

The local expansions of Φ
m
 and ?«. (m

^ 1) about z
o
 are obviously of the

forms

and

respectively. There holds

olcfm ~ <L Φ m along P

Let L
α
(β)be a family of functions

-ψ-(z) satisfying the following con-
ditions:

i
#
 -¥(*•) Ξ j-γ^> <** is a single-

valued function regular in B;

denoting the areal element
β

In LίCB) we define the Dirichlet
norm by

and denote by D
B
(.%^) the associated

bilinear integral form:

Put Introducing further the inner product
by

then we have

where becomes a Hubert space.



Let now fί»)<£ !I(B), and fr«=E<i<*-*.)
w
.

We then have

Especially we have

* TC ft S ^ = T C V

2. Perfect condition for Dirichlet
integral to be bounded*

Theorem l Let fc*> be single-
valued function regular in B and its
power series expansion be

valid in a neighborhood of the origin*
In order that D

B
(f,f)£7c , it is neces-

sary and sufficient that there hold
the inequalities

for any complex numbers x
r
 *

Proof We shall follow Helly s
method. Since the necessity of the
condition is trivial, we shall merely
show the sufficiency*

We introduce a family

By taking the norm in C(B) as that in
Li , the latter becomes a normed sub-
space of the former* Put

Then T, is a linear functional and
f € L* * LΛ bβi^β the dual space of
L, Based on the definition

the assumed inequalities of the
theorem imply

since, for V ~ΊL *•* K .we have

Λ/ — —

In view of Hahn-Banach's theorem, ft
can be extended to a linear functional
f defined in the whole L!(B) • Name-
ly, there exists a linear functional
f defined in L*(B) such that

and
(*»»,*, ••),

Since, by Riesz
1
 theorem,

>
 w β
 hav

8
 I € La(E>; so that

Let now the local expansion of f be

Then, we get

-f -̂ -

whence follows v̂ =<^ ( ̂  - 1,2, « ) o
Consequently, f is coincident locally
with f • But, f and f being both
analytic, it follows that there holds
f = f in the large Thus, we have
shown the if -continuability of f'
which completes our proof*

3* Extension to Riemann surface*

Let R be a Riemann surface not of
class OAO Introduce a local pa-
rameter z in a neighborhood of a point
Poe R and suppose that z =. 0 corre-
sponds to Po «

Our present purpose is now to ob-
tain a perfect condition in terms of
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local coefficients in order that a
single-valued and regular function
defined in a neighborhood of P

o
 is

continuable to a single-valued
function on the whole R and further
its Dirichlet norm on R does not ex-
ceed an assigned bound*

Let L\K) be a family of single-
valued covariants -ψcz) regular on R
and satisfying the following con-
ditions :

i. j* "*<*> <** is a single-valued
function regular oa R;

ϋ* J1
R

l-ΨU)\ daη, < 00

As shows the procedure of the proof
of theorem 1, an analogous theorem
will be obtained provided that there
exists a system of functions corre-
sponding to \ Svj introduced in h l

Such a system can be, indeed,
formally defined in a following
manner. In fact, let Y(z) be any
covariant which is single-valued on
Re Then, as shown by Virtanen [4J,
there exists a covariant E (z,χ) for
which j

z
£(z,x)olz is one-valued on

R and

Consequently, from the local expansion

we get

for any v This system being com-
plete on L

2
(H) , 11 {K) is a Hubert

space• Hence, we can conclude the
following theorem.

Theorem 2* Let f(*) be a single-
valued function regular on R and its
power series expansion be

valid in a neighborhood of a parameter
circle* In order that D

R
(f, { )^ηf , it

is necessary and sufficient that there
hold the inequalities

for any complex numbers
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Thus, a system defined by

( V*o, I, )

consists of covariants single-valued,
regular and quadratically integrable
on R and every 5*U

a ) < 4 z
 ^

3
 also

single-valued on R As shown above,
there holds
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